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“Austin Kleon is one of the brightest new minds on the creative
landscape. SHOW YOUR WORK! demonstrates why. With simple yet
profound insights, and an array of his amazing images, he casts
aside old stereotypes of the creative life and tells what it’s really like.”

In his New York Times bestseller Steal Like an
Artist, Austin Kleon gave readers the key to
unlock creativity. Now comes the next step in
the journey: how to get known.

—Daniel H. Pink, author of To Sell Is Human and Drive

SHOW YOUR WORK! puts an end to the
destructive myth of the lone genius by showing
artists and writers, makers and creative

Austin Kleon is a writer who draws.
He is the author of the national bestseller Steal
Like an Artist and the redacted poetry collection
Newspaper Blackout. He speaks frequently about
creativity in the digital age for SXSW, TEDx,
The Economist, and more, and his work has been
featured in The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal, and on NPR and PBS. He lives in
Austin, Texas, and online at austinkleon.com.
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entrepreneurs how to join the new ecology
of talent. It is about getting found by being
findable, about using the network instead of
wasting time networking.

The key is process, not product. Share
something new every day (but don’t turn into
human spam). Keep an amateur’s mind—
where the possibilities are limitless. Be a
connector, a teacher, an open node. Don’t
hoard.
In ten vital new principles, SHOW YOUR

WORK! shows that you have to be open,
generous, brave—an artist that other artists
will steal from.

